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Running newest 6 1 surreal64, but I would like to know if any one else has gotten it running any smoother then these settings.. It
plays most games quite well, and you can even play them in 720p with this version of the emulator.
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5- Only one that I find that works for me at all Either way, still hit or miss GBA/GB/GBC- XBoy Advance- Runs awesomely..
Surreal64 CE B5 5 Update Information Update Boxart Add Screenshots Add Video Report File This is the newest version of
Surreal64.. Revolt Stable but very slow settings: Emu:1964x085 Dyn 9 page 0 lasted with no crashing with max video mem
5or4, so far only setting that does not crash) Best full speed of the rom I could trouble shoot is: Emu:pj64x16 video plug: rice 5..
6 0 dyn: 9mb Page:12mb actually plays normal speed for 10 seconds or more after 'GO' on starting a race. Jim Wendler 5 3 1
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I know this is an old post but it says compatibility list, so I figured I would slip something in here having to do with
compatibility of roms:) REVOLT for n64, I tried getting this one working for quite a while If any one has any better
performance settings for this rom please post:) or other roms that aren't in current compatibility lists, these are better settings for
the rom then I could find any where else. Indesign Cs6 Mac Crack
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